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In this chapter, we expose the possibilities of the Logical Combinatorial Pattern Recognition (LCPR) tools for Clustering Large and Very Large Mixed Incomplete Data (MID) Sets. We start from the real existence of a number of complex structures of large or very large data sets. Our research is directed towards the application of methods, techniques and in general, the philosophy of the LCPR to the solution of supervised and unsupervised classification problems. In this chapter, we introduce the GLC and DGLC clustering algorithms and the GLC+ clustering method in order to process large and very large mixed incomplete data sets.
CLUSTERING MIXED INCOMPLETE DATA

In the process of Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD), one of the most important tasks is to classify data. It is well known that one of the most powerful tools to process data in order to extract knowledge is the class of clustering algorithms, whose purpose is (in the KDD context) to solve the following problem. Given a similarity measure $\Gamma$ (not necessarily a distance function) between pairs of object descriptions in some representation space and a collection of object descriptions in that space, find a structuralization of this collection. These sets could form hard or fuzzy cover or partition (Martínez-Trinidad, Ruiz-Shulcloper, & Lazo-Cortés, 2000a; Ruiz-Shulcloper, & Montellano-Ballesteros, 1995) of the data set. In other words, finding the similarity relationship between any pair of objects under a certain clustering criterion without utilizing a priori knowledge about the data and with the following additional constraints: i) the use of computing resources must be minimized and ii) the data set could be large or very large.

Also, it is well known today that in some areas such as finance, banking, marketing, retail, virtual libraries, healthcare, engineering and in diagnostic problems in several environments like geosciences and medicine among many others, the amount of stored data has had an explosive increase (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, Smyth, & Uthurusamy, 1996). In these areas, there are many instances where the description of the objects is nonclassical, that is, the features are not exclusively numerical or categorical. Both kinds of values can appear simultaneously, and sometimes, even a special symbol is necessary to denote the absence of values (missing values). A mixed and incomplete description of objects should be used in this case. Mixed in the sense that there are simultaneously categorical and numerical features; incomplete because there are missing values in the object descriptions.

The study of the similarity relationships with mixed incomplete descriptions of objects is the principal aim of LCPR (Martínez-Trinidad et al., 2000a; Ruiz-Shulcloper, & Montellano-Ballesteros, 1995; Dmitriev, Zhuravlev, & Krendelev, 1966).

In order to gain clarity and understanding, we will establish conventional differences between Data Set (DS), Large Data Set (LDS) and Very Large Data Set (VLDS). In a mining clustering (also in a supervised classification) process DS will be understood to mean a collection of object descriptions where the size of the set of descriptions together with the size of the result of the comparison of all pairs of object descriptions, that is, the similarity matrix, does not exceed the available memory size. LDS will mean the case where only the size of the set of descriptions does not exceed the available memory size, and VLDS will mean the case where both sizes exceed the available memory size.

In addition, we propose conventional differences between the Very Large Data Set Clustering Algorithm (VLDSCA), the Large Data Set Clustering Algorithm (LDSCA), and the Data Set Clustering Algorithm (DSCA). If we denote $OT_A$ as the run-time complexity, and $OE_A$ as the space complexity of a clustering algorithm CA, then we have a VLDSCA iff $OT_A < O(m^2)$ and $OE_A < O(m)$. We have a LDSCA iff
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